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According to The World Economic Outlook (WEO) update around 120 economies,
FHHTZSYNSLKTWYMWJJVZFWYJWXTK\TWQI,)5XF\FUNHPZUNSLWT\YMNS^JFWTS^JFWYJWRX
in 2017, the broadest synchronized global growth upsurge since 2010. Global output is
estimated to have grown by 3.7 percent in 2017. The International Monetary Fund has
WFNXJINYXLWT\YMKTWJHFXYXKTWYT J]UJHYNSLYMJLQTGFQJHTSTR^YTHTSYNSZJYT
recover on the back of buoyant trade and investment.
&RTSL FI[FSHJI JHTSTRNJX YMJ :8 LWT\YM KTWJHFXY MFX GJJS WFNXJI KWTR   YT
  NS  9MJ :8 YF] UTQNH^ HMFSLJX FWJ J]UJHYJI YT XYNRZQFYJ FHYN[NY^ \NYM YMJ
XMTWYYJWRNRUFHYNSYMJ:SNYJI8YFYJXRTXYQ^IWN[JSG^YMJNS[JXYRJSYWJXUTSXJYTYMJ
corporate income tax cuts. Growth rates for many of the euro area economies have been
RFWPJI ZU JXUJHNFQQ^ KTW ,JWRFS^ .YFQ^ FSI YMJ 3JYMJWQFSIX WJÂJHYNSL YMJ XYWTSLJW
momentum in domestic demand and higher external demand.
Asia continues to be the main engine of the world’s economy, accounting for more than
  TK LQTGFQ LWT\YM´YMWJJVZFWYJWX TK NY HTRNSL (MNSF FSI .SINF FQTSJ UJW .2+¸X
7JLNTSFQ *HTSTRNH 4ZYQTTP &XNF FSI 5FHNÁH 7*4 &XNF NX J]UJHYJI YT LWT\ FY  
NSXZUUTWYJIG^XYWTSLLQTGFQIJRFSIFX\JQQFXFHHTRRTIFYN[JUTQNHNJXFSI
ÁSFSHNFQHTSINYNTSX&HHTWINSLYT9MJ.SYJWSFYNTSFQ2TSJYFW^+ZSI .2+.SINFNXUWTOJHYJI
YTLWT\FY TKNYXLWTXXITRJXYNHUWTIZHY ,)5NSFXFLFNSXY(MNSF¸X 
making it the fastest growing economy among emerging economies.
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(Y[PZ[ºZPTWYLZZPVU5V[HUHJ[\HSZP[LWOV[VNYHWO
05+0(5,*6564@
After facing several headwinds over the previous year, Indian
JHTSTR^ NX ST\ GFHP TS YWFHP 9MJ (84 WJUTWYJI F ,)5
LWT\YM TK   NS YMJ th VZFWYJW TK   YMJ KFXYJXY
pace in seven quarters. The economy grew at the highest rate
since the 2nd quarter of FY17, ahead of the demonetization
in November 2016. The turnaround in the economy was
QJI G^ WTGZXY FLWNHZQYZWJ   FSI RFSZKFHYZWNSL LWT\YM
 FX\JQQFXITZGQJINLNYLWT\YMNSHTSXYWZHYNTSFHYN[NYNJX
  NS YMJ th VZFWYJW  ,WTXX Á]JI HFUNYFQ KTWRFYNTS F
proxy for investment demand in the economy, expanded at
F ITZGQJINLNY UFHJ   FKYJW F LFU TK XJ[JS VZFWYJWX
XNLSFQNSL F WJ[N[FQ NS NS[JXYRJSY FHYN[NYNJX ,)5 LWT\YM KTW
the year ended 31st2FWHMXYTTIFY FYFIMNLMJWYMFS
UWJ[NTZXQ^ JXYNRFYJI G^ YMJ (JSYWFQ 8YFYNXYNHX 4KÁHJ <MNQJ
high oil prices may pose a risk to economic recovery and
YMJNSÂFYNTSTZYQTTPKTWJHFXYTKFSTWRFQRTSXTTSG^.SINF¸X
\JFYMJWTKÁHJNXJ]UJHYJIYTRNYNLFYJKFWRINXYWJXXFSIGTTXY
rural demand this year. The World Bank in its India Economic
:UIFYJ J]UJHYX JHTSTRNH LWT\YM YT FHHJQJWFYJ YT   NS
FSI NS

economy. According to the Deloitte Voice of Asia report,
revival in rural demand and increased infrastructure spending
are key economic drivers that are likely to drive the economy’s
growth in the current year in spite of obstacles like rising debt
and the recent trade protectionism. After a year of disruptions
and growth slowdown, the Indian economy is consolidating
the gains from the recent reforms and is moving in the right
INWJHYNTS<NYMFXYJFI^NSHWJFXJNS+).NSÂT\XFSIUNHPZUNS
growth, 2018 is expected to be a period of strong growth for
India.

9,(3,:;(;,:,*;69

&HHTWINSLYTFWJUTWYG^(7*)&.FSI/11.SINFYMJ.SINFSWJFQ
JXYFYJXJHYTWNXUWTOJHYJIYTWJFHMFRFWPJYXN_JTK GNQQNTS
G^FXMFWUWNXJKWTR GNQQNTSNS9MJMTZXNSL
XJHYTW¸XHTSYWNGZYNTSYTYMJ.SINFS,)5NXJ]UJHYJIYTFQRTXY
ITZGQJ YT RTWJ YMFS   G^  ZU KWTR FS JXYNRFYJI
 YTIF^&XYZI^G^YMJ3FYNTSFQ(TZSHNQTK&UUQNJI
Economic Research indicates that every additional rupee of
capital invested in the housing sector adds INR 1.54 to the
LWTXXITRJXYNHUWTIZHY ,)5FSIJ[JW^.37QFPMNS[JXYJI
NSWJXNIJSYNFQMTZXNSLHWJFYJXSJ\OTGXNSYMJJHTSTR^
The rollout of the GST was a landmark accomplishment Regulatory reforms, steady demand generated through rapid
IJXUNYJYMJNSNYNFQLQNYHMJXFSI\NQQJSMFSHJJKÁHNJSH^HWJFYJF urbanization, rising household income and the emergence of
common national market, and improve tax buoyancy. India is affordable housing and nuclear housing are expected to be
steadily moving towards greater formalization of the informal key drivers of growth for the real estate sector.
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&HHTWINSL YT F (18& WJUTWY YMJWJ NX HZWWJSYQ^ ST QNXYJI
IJ[JQTUJW FHMNJ[NSL XFQJX TK :8 GS UJW FSSZR NS .SINF¸X
:8 GSWJXNIJSYNFQRFWPJY+WFLRJSYFYNTSNXMNLMSTYOZXY
FYFSFYNTSFQQJ[JQGZYFYFHNY^QJ[JQYTT-T\J[JWINXWZUYNTS
with demonetization in 2016 and the Real Estate Regulatory
Act (RERA) reform in 2017 has triggered accelerated
consolidation. Customer preferences also have shifted
towards better quality and branded developments. Access
to cheaper capital has gained importance as working capital
requirements rise. The organized sector should be able to
more than double its market share of the residential property
RFWPJYYTSJFWQ^ T[JWYMJSJ]YÁ[JYTXJ[JS^JFWX

The Indian residential real estate sector is at the cusp of a
LWFIZFQ IJRFSI WJ[N[FQ FNIJI G^ FKKTWIFGNQNY^ FY F ^JFW
MNLMFSISJ\GZ^JWKWNJSIQ^WJLZQFYNTSXYMFYMF[JNSHWJFXJI
YMJHTSÁIJSHJTKUWTUJWY^GZ^JWX.RUWT[JRJSYNSYMJHZWWJSY
XZGIZJI OTG HWJFYNTSNSHTRJ LWT\YM TZYQTTP HTZQI QJFI
to even faster growth. Developers with a scalable business
model are better placed to grow market share in a regulatory
environment that demands greater accountability and
transparency from developers.

9MJ(18&WJUTWYKZWYMJWHTRUFWJXYMJ.SINFSFSIYMJ(MNSJXJ
real estate market. The top 10 Chinese developers accounted
KTW TKWJXNIJSYNFQUWTUJWY^XFQJXNSITZGQJYMJQJ[JQ
TK NS9MJYTUIJ[JQTUJWXMF[JXYJFINQ^ZYNQN_JIYMJNW
GFQFSHJXMJJYFI[FSYFLJXFSIIJQN[JW^HFUFGNQNYNJXYTXHFQJ
ZU.SYMJYTUYMWJJ(MNSJXJIJ[JQTUJWXYTLJYMJWXTQI
:8 GSTKUWTUJWYNJXFHHTZSYNSLKTW TKYMJRFWPJY
share. As delivery capabilities and balance sheets start to
matter more in India, it expects a similar consolidation to
unfold in India as well.

&HHTWINSL YT UWTUJWY^ WJXJFWHM ÁWR 0SNLMY +WFSP YMJ .SINFS
residential market breached new lows in terms of supply and
sales in CY18. Clocking the largest percentage drop in supply
volumes during this decade, the annual supply levels in the
Indian real estate residential market in 2017 stood at one fourth
of those in 2015. The NCR was the most affected market with
NYXFSSZFQXZUUQ^[TQZRJFYOZXY TKNYXIJHFIFQMNLM9TYFQ
XFQJX[TQZRJNSYMJYTUJNLMYHNYNJXIWTUUJIG^ NS(>
to 0.23 million units.

9,:0+,5;0(39,(3,:;(;,4(92,;

.VKYLQ=POHH)HKSWH\Y
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(Y[PZ[ºZPTWYLZZPVU5V[HUHJ[\HSZP[LWOV[VNYHWO

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION
& ANALYSIS

The Indian residential real
estate sector is at the cusp of a
gradual demand revival, aided by
affordability at a 15-year high, and
new buyer-friendly regulations that
have increased the confidence of
property buyers.

progressively increased from 7.5 quarters in 2014 to 13
VZFWYJWXNS-T\J[JWLWJJSXMTTYXTKWJHT[JW^FWJ[NXNGQJ
FXYMJZSXTQINS[JSYTW^IJHQNSJIG^ >T>NS-
5*9

New launches in NCR have been on a constant decline
XNSHJ NYX UJFP NS  FSI KJQQ KZWYMJW NS (> 5NQNSL ZU
NS[JSYTW^ QFHP TK HTSXZRJW HTSÁIJSHJ IZJ YT QNYNLFYNTSX
and infrastructure delays and policy initiatives such as RERA
FSI ,89 FWJ XTRJ TK YMJ RFOTW KFHYTWX YMFY MF[J FI[JWXJQ^
affected market dynamics and have taken the steam out of
SJ\ UWTOJHY QFZSHMJX NS YMJ WJLNTS 3(7 XF\ FUUWT]NRFYJQ^
During the last four years, the growth in residential prices 11,726 units launched in CY2017 compared to 26,734 units in
in most of the top eight cities of India has been below retail (>WJXZQYNSLNSFIJHQNSJTK 4SF^JFWQ^HTRUFWNXTS
NSÂFYNTSLWT\YMFSIYMJLFUMFXUWTLWJXXN[JQ^NSHWJFXJIXNSHJ approximately 37,653 units were sold in NCR in CY2017,
WJLNXYJWNSLFIWTUTK T[JWYMJXFQJXSZRGJWX8FQJXNS
-  9MNX MFX XNLSNÁHFSYQ^ NRUWT[JI MTRJ FKKTWIFGNQNY^
the second half of CY2017 stood at 20,465 units compared to
and average ticket sizes of housing units in most cities are now
ZSNYXNS-(>WJLNXYJWNSLF>T>NSHWJFXJTK 
NSHMNSL HQTXJW YT TW FWJ GJQT\ YMJ 0SNLMY +WFSP &KKTWIFGNQNY^
Benchmark of 4.5 times the annual household income of the 7\UL
city. Improved affordability will drive the impending housing
Against the backdrop of stringent RERA regulations and
market’s recovery. Affordability is at its best level in 15 years, XZGIZJI IJRFSI HTSINYNTSX NS - (> IJ[JQTUJWX
YMWTZLM F HTRGNSFYNTS TK \JFP UWTUJWY^ UWNHJX IJHFIJQT\ KTHZXJI YMJNW JKKTWYX TS HTRUQJYNSL TSLTNSL UWTOJHYX WFYMJW
mortgage rates and steady income increases. Incrementally, than launching new ones. This led to a severe contraction in
support has come from the government in the form of YMJ 5ZSJ WJXNIJSYNFQ RFWPJY \MJWJ QFZSHMJX IJHWJFXJI G^
FKKTWIFGQJ MTZXNSL YF] NSHJSYN[JX FSI HWJINYQNSPJI XZGXNINJX  KWTRYMJUJFPQFZSHM[TQZRJTKZSNYXWJHTWIJINS
on home loans.
(>9MJSZRGJWTKSJ\QFZSHMJXIJHWJFXJIG^ FSI
stood at 12,705 units in CY2017 compared to CY2016. The
4\TIHP
FSSZFQ XFQJX NSHWJFXJI G^   NSHWJFXJ FSI XYTTI FY 
2FMFWFXMYWF STYNÁJI 9MJ 7JFQ *XYFYJ 7JLZQFYNTS FSI ZSNYXNS(>TSFHHTZSYTKFGJYYJWXYFWYNSYMJÁWXYMFQK
Development) Act, 2016 in a timely manner and subsequently
implemented it statewide in May 2017. The residential sales in
6--0*,4(92,;
YMJ2ZRGFN2JYWTUTQNYFS7JLNTSNSHWJFXJIG^ FSIXYTTI
at 62,256 units in CY2017 compared to CY2016. In the post &HHTWINSLYTFWJUTWYG^0SNLMY+WFSPYMJ.SINFSTKÁHJXUFHJ
RERA era, developers are concentrating their resources and market has been plagued by a lack of availability of quality
JKKTWYXYT\FWIXHTRUQJYNSLJ]NXYNSLUWTOJHYXFSIFXFWJXZQYYMJ TKÁHJXUFHJ\MNQJIJRFSIMFXWJRFNSJIXYJFI^9MNXXQNIJNS
number of new launches were subdued. The launches across TKÁHJ XUFHJ IJ[JQTURJSY \FX FWWJXYJI NS  \NYM XZUUQ^
227NS(>IJHWJFXJIG^ >T>FSIXYTTIFY LWT\NSLG^ NSFSSZFQYJWRX9MJT[JWFQQYWFSXFHYNTSXXYTTI
at 41.7 million sq. ft. which continue to substantially exceed
ZSNYXFSI\JWJIT\S KWTRYMJUJFPXTK
supply and has pulled down the vacancy levels to a decadal
)HUNHSVYL
QT\TK KWTR F^JFWFLT9MJQFHPTKKWJXMTKÁHJ
XUFHJNXRTXY[NXNGQJNSYMJ.9.9J8XJHYTWITRNSFYJIRFWPJYX
From a peak of 57,366 units sold in CY2013, the sales volume
TK'JSLFQZWZ5ZSJFSI-^IJWFGFIYMFYHZWWJSYQ^MF[JXNSLQJ
IJHQNSJIG^ YTZSNYXFYYMJJSITK(><MNQXY
INLNY [FHFSH^ QJ[JQX FY     FSI   WJXUJHYN[JQ^ \MNQJ
Bangalore started witnessing a declining trend of new launches (MJSSFN XYFSIX FY   7JSYFQ LWT\YM \FX XYWTSL FHWTXX
since CY2014, new launches stood at 22,410 units in CY2017 markets with the exception of Mumbai which experienced
WJLNXYJWNSL F IJHWJFXJ TK   KWTR YMJ UJFP \NYSJXXJI NS ÂFY LWT\YM IZJ YT NSHWJFXNSL XZUUQ^ FSI [FHFSH^ QJ[JQX
(> FSI   HTRUFWJI YT (> 9MJ XYWJXX NS YMJ -^IJWFGFI FSI 'JSLFQZWZ J]UJWNJSHJI YMJ XYWTSLJXY WJSYFQ
market is also captured in the age of unsold inventory, which LWT\YMFY FSI >T>WJXUJHYN[JQ^
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The affordable housing segment
is expected to continue to drive
the real estate sector in 2018 with
several developers and institutional
funds eyeing opportunities in this
XUFHJ9MJJSIZXJWIJRFSINSYMNX
segment along with the government’s
thrust through incentives such as
granting infrastructure status is
ensuring a rising appetite for such
UWTOJHYXFHWTXXYMJHTZSYW^
9,-694:
9,9(0TWSLTLU[H[PVU
RERA was passed to ensure accountability, infuse transparency
and bring uniformity in real estate practices. According to
F WJUTWY G^ UWTUJWY^ HTSXZQYFSH^ ÁWR 0SNLMY +WFSP TSQ^
2FMFWFXMYWF2FIM^F5WFIJXMFSI5ZSOFGMF[JJXYFGQNXMJI
a permanent Real Estate Regulatory Authority, and 19 states
FSI :SNTS 9JWWNYTWNJX :9X MF[J F KZSHYNTSFQ UTWYFQ NS UQFHJ
MahaRERA’s proactive implementation of RERA stands out
FSITKYMJYTYFQUWTOJHYXWJLNXYJWJIZSIJW7*7&FHWTXX
.SINF FWJNS2FMFWFXMYWFFQTSJ2FMFWFXMYWFNXYMJTSQ^
XYFYJ \NYM IJYFNQJI UWTOJHY QJ[JQ UFLJX UWT[NINSL WJQJ[FSY
information such as number of units along with carpet area,
WJ[NXJIIFYJXTKUWTOJHYHTRUQJYNTSGZNQINSL\NXJGWJFPZUTK
HTSÁLZWFYNTSX FQTSL \NYM F[FNQFGQJ FSI XTQI ZSNYX HTUNJX TK
sanctioned building plans, amongst others. While other state
7*7&\JGXNYJXITFQQT\GFXNHXJFWHMUWTOJHYQJ[JQIJYFNQXFWJ
still not available in many states. Though things are falling into
place, the pace of creating physical infrastructure like setting
ZUWJLZQFYTW¸XTKÁHJXFSIMNWNSLTKÁHNFQXHFSGJVZNHPJSJI&QQ
states need to invest heavily to create technically superior and
NSKTWRFYNTSWNHMUTWYFQX\MNHM\NQQXJW[JFXFUWNRFW^XTZWHJ
of real estate information to all stakeholders.

.VVKZHUK:LY]PJLZ;H_.:;
The Goods and Services Tax (GST), a crucial indirect tax
reform was implemented on 1st July, 2017. The new tax
structure subsumes various indirect taxes such as excise duty,
service tax and value added tax (VAT) which were levied by
the central and state government. The GST aims to create a
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uniform market and eliminate multiple levels of taxation. This is
expected to pave the way for higher transparency on the back
of a streamlined structure.
The GST is expected to bring the unorganized sector under
the ambit of taxation which will help to increase the tax base
FSIUWT[NIJFQJ[JQUQF^NSLÁJQIKTWTWLFSN_JIIJ[JQTUJWX

0UJLU[P]LZMVYTPKPUJVTLHMMVYKHISLOV\ZPUN
.SFRFOTWIJHNXNTSYTGTTXYFKKTWIFGQJMTZXNSLYMJLT[JWSRJSY
has increased the carpet area of houses eligible for interest
XZGXNI^ ZSIJW YMJ (WJINY 1NSPJI 8ZGXNI^ 8HMJRJ (188
KTW YMJ RNIIQJNSHTRJ LWTZU 2., ZSIJW 5WFIMFS 2FSYWN
&\FX >TOFSF :WGFS &HHTWINSL YT YMJ WJ[NXJI STWRX YMJ
ministry of housing & urban affairs has enhanced the carpet
FWJFTKMTZXJXJQNLNGQJKTWXZGXNI^ZSIJW(188YTXVZFWJ
RJYJWKTW2.,.FSIXVZFWJRJYJWKTW2.,..9MJHQFZXJ
NX FUUQNHFGQJ KWTR /FS   ,T[JWSRJSY UWT[NIJX  
interest subsidy (up to INR 2,35,000) for homes qualifying
ZSIJW52&>XHMJRJ(188XHMJRJ:SIJW2.,.UJWHJSY
interest subsidy is available on loan up to INR 9 lakh for
UJTUQJ \NYM FS FSSZFQ NSHTRJ GJY\JJS .37  RNQQNTS
while 3 per cent interest subsidy is given on loan up to INR
RNQQNTSYTUJTUQJ\NYMNSHTRJGJY\JJS.37RNQQNTS
per annum. As of June 11, an amount of INR 7.36 billion
MFXGJJSINXGZWXJIYTGJSJÁHNFWNJXGJQTSLNSLYTYMJ
2., HFYJLTW^ 9MJ :SNTS 'ZILJY MFX FQXT UWTUTXJI YT XJY
ZUIJINHFYJIFKKTWIFGQJMTZXNSLKZSINSYMJ3FYNTSFQ-TZXNSL
Bank funded from priority sector lending shortfall and fully
serviced bonds authorized by the government of India. The
affordable housing segment is expected to continue to drive
the real estate sector in 2018 with several developers and
NSXYNYZYNTSFQKZSIXJ^JNSLTUUTWYZSNYNJXNSYMNXXUFHJ9MJJSI
user demand in this segment along with the government’s
thrust through incentives such as granting infrastructure
XYFYZX NX JSXZWNSL F WNXNSL FUUJYNYJ KTW XZHM UWTOJHYX FHWTXX
the country.

9,0;Z
While the initial rules for formation of Indian Real Estate
Investment Trusts (REITs) were formulated over 3 years ago,
.SINF NX ^JY YT XJJ NYX ÁWXY 7*.9 QNXYNSL T\NSL YT F SZRGJW TK
UWTHJIZWFQIJQF^XTSYMJWJLZQFYNTSFSIYF]FYNTSKWTSY-T\J[JW
with most of these issues now being sorted out, India may
XJJNYXÁWXY7*.9QNXYNSLNS(>,N[JSYMJJ]UFSINSLZSN[JWXJ
TK ,WFIJ & TKÁHJ UWTUJWYNJX NS .SINFS HNYNJX FX \JQQ FX WNXNSL
WJSYFQX FHWTXX YMJNW RNHWTRFWPJYX 7*.9X TKKJW FS FYYWFHYN[J
way for investors to trade in prime commercial real estate.
REITs are effectively going to increase the available growth
HFUNYFQ KTW IJ[JQTUJWX (ZXMRFS FSI <FPJÁJQI JXYNRFYJX
.SINFS HTRRJWHNFQ WJFQ JXYFYJ QNPJ TKÁHJ WJYFNQ FXXJYX TKKJWX
NS[JXYRJSY TUUTWYZSNYNJX KTW 7*.9X \TWYM  GNQQNTS ³ 
billion across top cities.

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION
& ANALYSIS

.VKYLQ5H[\YL.\YNHVU

(Y[PZ[ºZPTWYLZZPVU5V[HUHJ[\HSZP[LWOV[VNYHWO
;/9,(;: */(33,5.,:
9LN\SH[VY`/\YKSLZ
:SKF[TZWFGQJ HMFSLJX NS LT[JWSRJSY UTQNHNJX FSI YMJ
regulatory environment can adversely impact the performance
of the sector. There are substantial procedural delays with
WJLFWIX YT QFSI FHVZNXNYNTS QFSI ZXJ UWTOJHY QFZSHMJX FSI
construction approvals. Retrospective policy changes and
WJLZQFYTW^GTYYQJSJHPXRF^NRUFHYUWTÁYFGNQNY^FSIFKKJHYYMJ
attractiveness of the sector and companies operating within
the sector.

+\TWPUNNYV\UK
.S 2FWHM  YMJ 2ZRGFN -NLM (TZWY WJXYWNHYJI 2ZSNHNUFQ
Corporation of Mumbai (BMC) from approving new
construction of residential and commercial space in Mumbai

due to failure to adhere to solid waste management rules.
Mumbai had only three solid waste dumping grounds in the
XZGZWGX TK )JTSFW 2ZQZSI FSI 0FSOZWRFWL FSI RTWJ YMFS
 TKYMJXTQNI\FXYJ\FXSTYUWTHJXXJIGJKTWJINXUTXFQ9MJ
-NLM(TZWYMFIFQXTGFSSJIXFQJTKSJ\ZSNYXNSWJIJ[JQTURJSY
UWTOJHYX YMJWJG^ NRUFHYNSL  WJIJ[JQTURJSY UWTOJHYX FX
per National Real Estate Development Council. After two years,
the Supreme Court lifted the stay on the construction of new
buildings in Greater Mumbai for six months on the condition
YMFY YMJ IJGWNX \NQQ GJ IJUTXNYJI FY F XUJHNÁH XNYJ FUUWT[JI
G^'2(9MJ2FMFWFXMYWF(MFRGJWTK-TZXNSL.SIZXYW^MFX
NIJSYNÁJIIZRUNSLXNYJXNSFSIFWTZSI,WJFYJW2ZRGFNKTW
XTQNI \FXYJ INXUTXFQ ³ :Q\J 3TIJ ;FMFQ STIJ /359 8*?
5ZXMUFP3TIJNS3F[N2ZRGFN &FWJ^5NHSNH5TNSYFSI&FWJ^
(TQTS^NS2ZRGFN ;NQQFLJ0FQMJW'MN[FSIN ;NQQFLJ'FRGF[QJ
7FNLFI 2.)(1FSI2MFUJFSI2.)(1FSI&RGJWSFYM
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:OVY[HNLVM4HUWV^LY ;LJOUVSVN`
Despite being the second largest employer in the country, the
construction sector as a whole faces manpower shortages.
Further the sector is heavily dependent on manual labor
which increases the timelines for construction companies
and results in supply getting deferred. There is a need to
promote new mass housing construction technologies such
FX UWJKFGWNHFYJI UWJJSLNSJJWJI GZNQINSLX 5*'X RTIZQFW
homes and tunnel formwork technologies to name a few.
Active R&D in modern technology space must be promoted.

JILJ IJXNLS FSI YJHMSTQTL^ ,TIWJO 5WTUJWYNJX NX HZWWJSYQ^
IJ[JQTUNSL WJXNIJSYNFQ HTRRJWHNFQ FSI YT\SXMNU UWTOJHYX
spread across more than ~150 million sq. ft. in 12 cities.

9MWTZLMTZYNYXTUJWFYNTSX,51FNRXYTIJQN[JWXZUJWNTW[FQZJ
to all stakeholders through extraordinary and imaginative
spaces created out of deep customer focus and insight.
,51 MFX FQ\F^X JRGWFHJI YMJ STYNTS YMFY HTQQFGTWFYNTS NX
the essence of excellence. To that end, we have worked with
the best designers, architects and contractors within India
and around the globe to deliver imaginative and sustainable
spaces. By bringing together the best talent in the global real
()6<;.6+9,17967,9;0,:3040;,+
JXYFYJ XJHYTW ,51 \TWPX YT HWJFYJ IJ[JQTURJSYX YMFY \NQQ
,TIWJO5WTUJWYNJX1NRNYJI ,51NXYMJWJFQJXYFYJIJ[JQTURJSY last into the future and foresee the needs of each and every
FWR TK YMJ ,TIWJO ,WTZU \MNHM \FX XYFWYJI NS  FSI NX resident.
YTIF^TSJTK.SINF¸XRTXYXZHHJXXKZQHTSLQTRJWFYJX,TIWJO
H 3L]LYHNPUN[OL.VKYLQIYHUK
5WTUJWYNJXGWNSLXYMJ,TIWJO,WTZUUMNQTXTUM^TKNSST[FYNTS
sustainability, and excellence to the real estate industry. <J GJQNJ[J YMFY YMJ ·,TIWJO¸ GWFSI NX NSXYFSYQ^ WJHTLSN_FGQJ
*FHM ,TIWJO 5WTUJWYNJX IJ[JQTURJSY HTRGNSJX F  ^JFW across India due to its long standing presence in the Indian
QJLFH^TKJ]HJQQJSHJFSIYWZXY\NYMFHTRRNYRJSYYTHZYYNSL RFWPJYYMJIN[JWXNÁJIGZXNSJXXJXNS\MNHMYMJ,TIWJO,WTZU

.VKYLQ6UL=PROYVSP

(J[\HSPTHNL
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For the first time, we have
emerged as amongst the top
three developers by value of
real estate sold in each of our
four focus markets of Mumbai,
NCR, Bangalore, and Pune.
In FY18, we were the largest
developer in NCR, the second
largest developer in Mumbai
and Pune, and the third largest
developer in Bangalore by
value of real estate sold.

largely been possible by combining our traditional strength in
new launches with a strong improvement in sales from existing
inventory, which stood at INR 2,780 crore in FY18. The total
value of bookings in FY18 stood at INR 5,083 crore, which
WJUWJXJSYX F   ^JFWTS^JFW NSHWJFXJ &X F WJXZQY ,51
has emerged as the largest publicly listed developer in India by
sales value in FY18. We are especially pleased with this sales
performance given that sales for the industry as a whole have
IJHQNSJIIZWNSLYMJÁSFSHNFQ^JFW
4\TIHP

,TIWJO 4WNLNSX FY ·9MJ 9WJJX¸ NS ;NPMWTQN \NYSJXXJI XFQJX TK
 FUFWYRJSYX \NYMNS YMJ ÁWXY \JJP TK QFZSHM 9MJ YTYFQ
XFQJXFY·9MJ9WJJX¸XYTTIFYXVKY\NYMFGTTPNSL
[FQZJTK.37HWTWJNS+>,TIWJO*RJWFQI9MFSJ\MNHM
was launched in FY17 witnessed strong sales from existing
inventory, and the total sales stood at 427,882 sq. ft. with
a booking value of INR 386 crore. In addition to this we
QFZSHMJI,TIWJO9WFSVZNQFY0FSIN[FQN\NYMNSFRTSYMTKFIINSL
operates and the trust it has developed over the course of its YMJUWTOJHYYTTZWUTWYKTQNT9MJUWTOJHY\NYSJXXJIXFQJXTK.37
TUJWFYNSLMNXYTW^<JGJQNJ[JYMFYYMJXYWJSLYMTKYMJ·,TIWJO¸ 185 crore in the launch quarter. Total sales in Mumbai stood at
brand and its association with trust, quality and reliability help ~1.51 million sq. ft. with a booking value of INR 2,347 crore.
us in many aspects of our business.
5*9
9MJXJ NSHQZIJ JSYJWNSL NSYT OTNSY IJ[JQTURJSY FLWJJRJSYX
expanding to new cities and markets and formulating ,51HTSYNSZJIYTGZNQITSNYXRTRJSYZRNSYMJ3(7RFWPJY
business associations. The brand has also helped us build which has been weak for the last several years. After having
deeper relationships with our customers, service providers, done well in Gurgaon, we successfully entered the Noida
process partners, investors and lenders all of which has led RFWPJY QFXY ^JFW 9MJ 8ZNYJX FY ,TIWJO ,TQK 1NSPX NS ,WJFYJW
to us acquiring a strong position within the sector. In addition, Noida received a tremendous response with 500 apartments
,51¸XFXXTHNFYNTS\NYMYMJ,TIWJO,WTZUUWT[NIJXFHHJXXNGNQNY^ GJNSL XTQI \NYMNS YMJ ÁWXY RTSYM TK NYX QFZSHM ,TIWJO 3JXY
YT XJ[JWFQ QFSI UFWHJQX T\SJI G^ ,TIWJO ,WTZU HTRUFSNJX TZWXJHTSIUWTOJHYNS3TNIF\NYSJXXJIXFQJXTK\JQQT[JW
JSMFSHNSLYMJXHTUJTKTZWIJ[JQTURJSYUTWYKTQNTXNLSNÁHFSYQ^ apartments with a booking value of 195 crore in the launch
quarter. Our cumulative sales in the Noida market have
I :HSLZ4VTLU[\T
crossed 1 million sq. ft. with a booking value in excess of INR
Your Company posted its best ever sales performance in FY18 HWTWJNS+>>TZW(TRUFS^QFZSHMJI,TIWJO3FYZWJ
in terms of the value and volume of real estate we have been NS ,ZWLFTS \NYMNS SNSJ RTSYMX TK FIINSL YMJ UWTOJHY YT TZW
FGQJYTXJQQ+TWYMJÁWXYYNRJNSNYXMNXYTW^,51MFXIJQN[JWJI portfolio. We sold more than 250 apartments with a booking
sales of more than INR 1,000 crore in each of the four quarters value of close to INR 244 crore in the launch month. Total
TKYMJÁSFSHNFQ^JFW&QXTKTWYMJÁWXYYNRJ\JMF[JJRJWLJI sales in NCR stood at ~1.58 million sq. ft. with a booking value
as amongst the top three developers by value of real estate
of INR 906 crore.
sold in each of our four focus markets of Mumbai, NCR,
'FSLFQTWJFSI5ZSJ.S+>\J\JWJYMJQFWLJXYIJ[JQTUJW )HUNHSVYL
NS3(7YMJXJHTSIQFWLJXYIJ[JQTUJWNS2ZRGFNFSI5ZSJ
&Y,TIWJO&NWNS'FSLFQTWJ\JXTQIRTWJYMFSXVKY
and the third largest developer in Bangalore by value of real
with a booking value of INR 401 crore making it our best ever
JXYFYJ XTQI ,51 XTQI RTWJ YMFS  RNQQNTS XV KY \NYM F
QFZSHMNSYMJ'FSLFQTWJRFWPJY,TIWJO*YJWSNY^FQXT\NYSJXXJI
booking value of over INR 800 crore in each of the four focus
strong traction and the total sales stood at ~325,000 sq. ft.
RFWPJYX [N_ 2ZRGFN 3(7 'FSLFQTWJ FSI 5ZSJ 9MNX MFX
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FY18 has also been the best ever
year for business development in
YMJMNXYTW^TK,51NSYJWRXTKYMJ
SZRGJW TK SJ\ UWTOJHYX FIIJI
,51FIIJISJ\UWTOJHYX\NYM
saleable area of 23.5 million sq. ft.
2TWJYMFS TKYMJFWJFFIIJI
in FY18 is in partnership with
other real estate developers and
FQQ YMJ UWTOJHYX FIIJI FWJ NS YMJ
four largest real estate markets in
India.
with a booking value of INR 169 crore. Total sales in Bangalore
stood at ~1.26 million sq. ft. with a booking value of INR 811.
crore
7\UL
,TIWJONS5ZSJXF\XFQJXTKT[JWFUFWYRJSYX\NYMFS
area in excess of 500,000 sq. ft. during the launch weekend.
The total sales stood at 791,289 million sq. ft. with a booking
[FQZJ TK .37  HWTWJ ,TIWJO .SÁSNY^ \NYSJXXJI XYWTSL
traction in sales from existing inventory and total sales stood
at ~313,000 sq. ft. with a booking value of INR 175 crore.
9TYFQXFQJXNS5ZSJXYTTIFYcRNQQNTSXVKY\NYMFGTTPNSL
value of INR 811 crore.

J 4VUL[PaPUN[OLJVTTLYJPHSWVY[MVSPV

,TIWJO'0(WJLNXYJWJIXFQJXTKXVKY\NYMFGTTPNSL
value of INR 697 crore in FY18. We now have only ~51,000
XV KY TK WJRFNSNSL NS[JSYTW^ NS YMJ UWTOJHY <J FQXT WJRFNS
strongly focused on monetizing the balance inventory in our
TYMJW Y\T HTRRJWHNFQ UWTOJHYX FY (MFSINLFWM FSI 0TQPFYF
though the market conditions in these two cities are haven’t
been very conducive which has been the main reason for
XZGIZJIXFQJXNSGTYMYMJXJUWTOJHYX

K )\ZPULZZKL]LSVWTLU[
FY18 has also been the best ever year for business
IJ[JQTURJSYNSYMJMNXYTW^TK,51NSYJWRXTKYMJSZRGJWTK
SJ\UWTOJHYXFIIJI,51FIIJISJ\UWTOJHYX\NYMXFQJFGQJ
FWJFTKRNQQNTSXVKY2TWJYMFS TKYMJFWJFFIIJINS
FY18 is in partnership with other real estate developers and all
YMJUWTOJHYXFIIJIFWJNSYMJKTZWQFWLJXYWJFQJXYFYJRFWPJYX
in India. The Indian real estate sector has undergone a lot
of disruptions in the recent past viz. demonetization, RERA
implementation and goods and services tax (GST). This has
led to consolidation in the sector with several small developers
either monetizing their land parcels on outright basis or
JSYJWNSLNSYTOTNSYIJ[JQTURJSYTWIJ[JQTURJSYRFSFLJRJSY
agreements. With rapid consolidation underway in the sector,
which will only accelerate going forward we believe there is
F MZLJ TUUTWYZSNY^ KTW ,51 YT KZWYMJW GZNQI TS YMJ GZXNSJXX
development momentum. Below is the list of deals signed by
,51NS+>
7HY[PJ\SHYZ

:HSLHISL(YLH
TPSSPVUZXM[

,TIWJO3FYZWJ,ZWLFTS

1.7

Sector 85, New Gurgaon

1.05

Magadi Road, Bangalore

0.6

,TIWJO2JWNINJS,ZWLFTS

1.5

,TIWJO&QN[J2ZRGFN

2.1

8FWOFUZW'FSLFQTWJ

4.7

Devanhalli 2, Bangalore

1.34

2FRZWIN5ZSJ

4.5
,51 JSYJWJI NSYT F IJFQ \NYM ,TIWJO +ZSI 2FSFLJRJSY
2.15
,+2KTWF XYFPJNS,TIWJO9\TFHTRRJWHNFQGZNQINSL Devanhalli 3, Bangalore
FY 9MJ 9WJJX ;NPMWTQN ,TIWJO 9\T NX QTHFYJI \NYMNS TZW Electronic City, Bangalore
1.4
ÂFLXMNU RN]JIZXJ UWTOJHY ·9MJ 9WJJX¸ 9MJ HTRRJWHNFQ
Noida Expressway, NCR
1.7
UWJHNSHYFQXTMTZXJX,TIWJO4SJYMJ,TIWJO,WTZU¸XLQTGFQ
Sector 3, Gurgaon
0.75
headquarters, a delivered asset that is a clear demonstration
TKYMJ,51¸XHTRRNYRJSYYTUWTIZHYIJXNLSFSIVZFQNY^GJNSL
L *\Z[VTLY*LU[YPJP[`
HJSYWFQ YT ;NPMWTQN¸X IJ[JQTURJSY ,TIWJO 9\T MFX FHMNJ[JI
1**)5QFYNSZR UWJHJWYNÁHFYNTS YMJ MNLMJXY LQTGFQ WFYNSL KTW ,51¸X JSIJF[TW NX YT GJ WJHTLSN_JI FX YMJ RTXY HZXYTRJW
sustainable design and will offer approximately 1.2 million centric real estate organization in the country. To ensure a
square feet of built space.
consistent and positive customer experience across all our
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(J[\HSPTHNL

UWTOJHYX,51MFXKTHZXJITSYMWJJNRUTWYFSYFXUJHYX


8YFSIFWI4UJWFYNSL5WTHJXXJX 845X



*RUT\JWJIYJFR



:XJTKYJHMSTQTL^

,51WJHTLSN_JXYMJNRUTWYFSHJTKJSLFLNSL\NYMHZXYTRJWX
considering the long gestation period from sales to handover.
,51 MFX YFPJS NYX GNL ÁWXY XYJU NSYT RFPNSL 3JY 5WTRTYJW
8HTWJ 358FXFXNSLQJRJFXZWJTKNYXHZXYTRJWJ]UJWNJSHJ 
FI[THFH^3JY5WTRTYJW8HTWJNXST\YMJ\TWQI\NIJXYFSIFWI

8YFSIFWI4UJWFYNSL5WTHJXXJX 845XKTWFQQHWNYNHFQUWTHJXXJX for organizations to measure, understand and improve their
have been documented. Regular & focused training is

HZXYTRJW J]UJWNJSHJ 9MJ KWFRJ \TWP KTW YMJ 358 UWTHJXX

NRUFWYJIYTJSXZWJYMFYYMJ845XFWJFIMJWJIYT(ZXYTRJW NRUQJRJSYFYNTSNXST\NSUQFHJFSI'FXJQNSJ358FSI'WFSI
Centricity (CC) has also been focusing on people with

358 \NQQ GJ YWFHPJI HQTXJQ^ NS TWIJW YT HTSXNXYJSYQ^ NRUWT[J

HFUFGNQNY^IJ[JQTURJSYYMWTZLM(ZXYTRJW*]UJWNJSHJ1FGTS our customer experiences.
YMJOTGYWFNSNSLYMWTZLMHJWYNÁHFYNTSXFSI[FWNTZXWTQJGFXJI
JRTIZQJXKTWXPNQQIJ[JQTURJSY

During FY18 we delivered ~3 million sq. ft. across 4 cities. The
YFGQJTSYMJSJ]YUFLJLN[JXIJYFNQXTKYMJXJUWTOJHYX
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7HY[PJ\SHYZ

:HSLHISL(YLH
TPSSPVUZXM[

,TIWJO8ZRRNY,ZWLFTS

1.86

,TIWJO+WTSYNJW,ZWLFTS

0.42

,TIWJO5WFPWNYN0TQPFYF

0.4

FX YMJ LQTGFQ XYFSIFWI KTW UTWYKTQNTQJ[JQ *8, WJUTWYNSL FSI
benchmarking in the real asset sector.

N :\Z[HPUHISLKL]LSVWTLU[

&Y ,TIWJO 5WTUJWYNJX \J MF[J RFIJ XZXYFNSJI JKKTWYX YT
integrate sustainability as a part our business strategy allowing
us to address the risks that might arise due to climate change,
,TIWJO5QFYNSZR2ZRGFN
0.15
depletion of resources and increasing pressures on land for
,TIWJO,TQI(TZSY^'FSLFQTWJ
0.08
development. To demonstrate commitment to sustainable
M .SVIHSYLJVNUP[PVUMVYZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`PUP[PH[P]LZ UWFHYNHJX YMJ ,TIWJO .SIZXYWNJX 1NRNYJI  &XXTHNFYJI
,51\FXWFSPJInd in Asia & 6th globally by GRESB (Global (TRUFSNJX ,.1&( NSNYNFYJI YMJ ·,TIWJO ,TTI  ,WJJS¸
7JFQ *XYFYJ 8ZXYFNSFGNQNY^ 'JSHMRFWP  &S NSIZXYW^IWN[JS UWTLWFR YT FHMNJ[J XUJHNÁJI JS[NWTSRJSYFQ YFWLJYX G^ YMJ
organization which assesses Environmental, Social and ^JFW:SIJWYMJFRGNYTKYMNXNSNYNFYN[JFY,51\JMF[J
committed ourselves to the triple bottom line approach of
Governance (ESG) performance of real estate assets globally.
5JTUQJ5QFSJY 5WTÁY<JKTQQT\FHTRUWJMJSXN[JFUUWTFHM
GRESB is committed to rigorous and independent evaluation
to sustainable development from an early design phase
of the sustainability performance of real assets across the
through the construction period. In our integrated process, the
globe. GRESB data is used by more than 200 institutional way we design our developments takes on key importance.
investors, listed property companies and fund managers and is :YNQN_NSL YTTQX XZHM FX JSJWL^ RTIJQNSL FQQT\X ZX YT WJIZHJ
backed by all leading international real estate associations and energy consumption in buildings which in turn reduces
industry bodies. It provides investors the tools to benchmark their operational carbon footprint. Our focus on sustainable
their investments against each other based on property type, development covers environmental parameters including site
country and regional peer groups. GRESB is widely recognized selection and planning, pedestrian friendly developments,

.VKYLQ.HYKLU*P[`(OTLKHIHK

(J[\HSPTHNL
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GPL was ranked 2nd in Asia &
6th globally by GRESB (Global
Real Estate Sustainability
Benchmark) - An industrydriven organization which
assesses Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG)
performance of real estate
assets globally.

9MJKTHZXFWJFXTKYMJHTSXTWYNZRNSHQZIJ






5TQNH^IJ[JQTURJSY
.SHQZXNTSKTWLWJJSMTZXNSL
9JHMSTQTL^F[FNQFGNQNY^
8PNQQ IJ[JQTURJSY FSI NRUWT[JRJSY NS HTSXYWZHYNTS
workforce
(TSXZRJWF\FWJSJXXWJLFWINSLGJSJÁYXTKLWJJSMTZXNSL

As part of our sustainability practices, we monitor sustainability
across all domains of our business in line with the parameters
of the Global Reporting Initiative Generation 4 (GRI G4)
guidelines. We undertake Sustainability reporting as per GRI
G4 Core for internal purposes. The Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) is a comprehensive framework for product responsibility
and ensuring triple bottom line sustainability for business. It is
indoor environmental quality, maximizing day lighting and FSTSÁSFSHNFQINXHQTXZWJTKUJWKTWRFSHJNSINHFYTWXYMFYHT[JW
SFYZWFQ[JSYNQFYNTS\FYJWFSIJSJWL^JKÁHNJSH^FSIWJXUTSXNGQJ social, environmental & economic aspects. This assessment
material sourcing. We integrate the concept of sustainable has ensured a continuous integration of sustainable
UWFHYNHJXFHWTXXTUJWFYNTSXFY,51<JMF[JGFXJQNSJITZW
development across our operations.
HTSXZRUYNTSUFYYJWSXNSFSIFWJST\FGQJYTRTSNYTW
Sustainability is one of the key principles that underscores our FSI FXXJXX JKÁHNJSH^ NS TUJWFYNTSFQ UWFHYNHJX UWTHJXXJX
IJXNLSQJIFUUWTFHMFSINXFUFWYTKYMJ,51)JXNLS8YZINT¸X
technologies and materials and understand our environmental
mandate. This has allowed us to leverage sustainable design
footprint. We have initiated cross functional learning’s and best
as an innovation mechanism and has proved useful for us
UWFHYNHJX FX \JQQ FX RNYNLFYNTS FSI TKKXJY UWTOJHYX YT WJIZHJ
YTFHYNTSTZWLTFQYMFYFQQTKTZWGZNQINSLXXMTZQIGJHJWYNÁJI
TZW JS[NWTSRJSYFQ KTTYUWNSY YMFY \NQQ NS YZWS MJQU ZX KZQÁQ TZW
green under credible external ratings systems such as the
Good & Green 2020 vision.
.SINFS ,WJJS 'ZNQINSL (TZSHNQ .,'( 1JFIJWXMNU NS *SJWL^
FSI*S[NWTSRJSYFQ)JXNLS 1**)JYH<JQTTPFYXZXYFNSFGNQNY^ O /LHS[OHUKZHML[`THUHNLTLU[Z`Z[LT
FYFQFWLJWTWLFSN_FYNTSFQQJ[JQ&XFUFWYTKYMJ,TIWJOLWTZU
we are one of the founding members of the IGBC, which is We give high priority to the health and safety of our employees.
actively involved in promoting green building concepts in India. An effective way of ensuring this is building a safety culture,
where safety is the responsibility of each and every employee.
&IINYNTSFQQ^ FX UFWY TK .+(¸X JHTHNYNJX UWTLWFR \MNHM NX The company has a robust health and safety management
XZUUTWYJI G^ YMJ *ZWTUJFS :SNTS \J FWJ TSJ TK YMJ Á[J system which has comprehensive safety checks at each step
KTZSINSL RJRGJWX TK YMJ 8ZXYFNSFGQJ -TZXNSL 1JFIJWXMNU
TK YMJ UWTOJHY XYFWYNSL KWTR YMJ HTSYWFHYTW UWJVZFQNÁHFYNTS
(TSXTWYNZR 8-1( 9MJ 8-1( NX F [TQZSYFW^ HTQQFGTWFYN[J
stage. We have a dedicated safety team at each site which is
effort with leading Indian housing sector companies to drive
entrusted with the responsibility of promoting safety among all
sustainability in India’s housing market. Brought together
employees. This team undertakes numerous awareness and
by the International Finance Corporation (IFC), a member of
training programs besides creating and executing a monthly
YMJ <TWQI 'FSP ,WTZU YMJ 8-1(¸X RFSIFYJ NX YT UWTRTYJ
sustainable urban development. It makes relentless efforts safety activity plan for each site. The safety committee at sites
for providing leadership and advocacy for industry and are composed of management and worker representatives and
government policy actions in order to make 20 per cent of YMJF[JWFLJWFYNTNXFGTZY FXUJWXYFYZYTW^WJVZNWJRJSY
India’s new housing construction sustainable by 2022.

*VU[YHJ[OLHS[OHUKZHML[`THUHNLTLU[Z`Z[LT

The founding members had aimed for 100 per cent sustainable
housing portfolio by 2017 through appropriate green building
HJWYNÁHFYNTSXFX\JQQFXFUJWHJSYWJIZHYNTSNSNSHWJRJSYFQ
[FWNFGQJ HTXY KTW XZXYFNSFGQJ GZNQINSL <J FY ,51 FWJ KZQQ^
HJWYNÁJI ZSIJW .,'( ,WJJS -TRJX KTW MTZXNSL FSI 1**)
.SINF(TWJ 8MJQQWFYNSL8^XYJRKTWHTRRJWHNFQUWTOJHYXXNSHJ
2014.

This proactive system starts well before awarding the contract
with safety assessment of prospective contractors through
YMJ UWJVZFQNÁHFYNTS 56 UWTHJXX FXXJXXRJSY TK GZXNSJXX
WNXP FSI NSNYNFYNSL WJVZNWJI RNYNLFYNTS UQFS GFXJI TS YMJ 56
XHTWJ TK YMJ HTSYWFHYTW &QXT NS YMJ UWJVZFQNÁHFYNTS XYFLJ
\J LN[J UWJKJWJSHJ YT HTSYWFHYTWX \MT FWJ 4-8&8 
4HHZUFYNTSFQ-JFQYMFSI8FKJY^&XXJXXRJSY8JWNJXHJWYNÁJI
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A weak property market and
increasing customer preference for
stronger developers has created
an
unprecedented
business
development opportunity for
developers with strong customer
franchises and development
HFUFGNQNYNJX  <J GJQNJ[J ,51 NX
well placed to capitalize on these
opportunities in the business
development space.

World Environment Day, Road Safety Week and Fire Service
Day are celebrated across our sites as they provide important
platforms to create awareness about health and safety.
:HML[`(\KP[
Safety auditing is a periodic review of the entire occupational
health and safety management system, including the policy
FSI UWTLWFRX FNRJI YT UWJ[JSY \TWPUQFHJ FHHNIJSYX
incidents. We conduct a safety audit on a quarterly basis. The
analysis of safety audit gives us scope for further improvement
in health and safety management system.

P /\THU*HWP[HS

&XUFWYTKYMJ^JFWTQI,TIWJO,WTZU\JFWJKTWYZSFYJYT
have a proud legacy built on the strong values of trust, integrity
and respect for others. At the same time, our exciting and
ambitious growth plans allow us to offer unparalleled career
opportunities relatively early on in a person’s career. Core
to our employer brand, is the philosophy of tough love. We
expect the best from our employees, differentiate on the basis
of performance and potential through career opportunities and
9MJ HTSYWFHYTW \MT NX GWTZLMY TS GTFWI NX GWNJKJI NS F OTNSY
rewards and lay particular emphasis on developing, mentoring
XFKJY^PNHPTKKRJJYNSLFSIYMJXZGXJVZJSYRTGNQN_FYNTSUMFXJ
FSI YWFNSNSL .S QNSJ \NYM TZW TUJWFYNTSFQ XHFQJZU \J MF[J
is guided and audited by a safety and health infra tracker. The
increased our total employee strength from 1,004 to 1,174
contractor signs a legal undertaking while rolling out the site
employees over the year.
health and safety plan. This also provides guidelines to the
contractors for undertaking work at the site.
&Y,51\JWJHTLSN_JFSI[FQZJYMJIN[JWXNY^TKTZWUJTUQJ
YMJNW UJWXUJHYN[JX FSI J]UJWNJSHJX <TRJS HTRUWNXJ  
/HaHYK0KLU[PÂJH[PVUHUK9PZR(ZZLZZTLU[/09(
of our total workforce which is one of the highest women
&HWTXXKZSHYNTSFQ-F_FWI.IJSYNÁHFYNTSFSI7NXP&XXJXXRJSY participation rates in the real estate sector. Our women
-.7&YJFRNXKTWRJIFYJFHMXNYJGJKTWJYMJHTRRJSHJRJSY leaders succeed in roles across all aspects of our operations.
of work. While the primary responsibility of this team is to 9MJNW HTSYWNGZYNTSX MF[J GJJS NSXYWZRJSYFQ NS ,51 WJFHMNSL
HTSIZHY F IJYFNQJI -.7& J]JWHNXJ NY FQXT LN[JX YWFNSNSL TS its current position of strength. We are fully committed to
-.7&YTYMJ\TWPJWX
sustain our efforts to recruit, retain, and grow our women
leaders. We strive to ensure women friendly policies, facilities,
/LHS[O:\Y]LPSSHUJL7YVNYHT
and development opportunities to nurture talent and create
&XUFWYTKTZWMJFQYMXZW[JNQQFSHJUWTLWFRFUWJJRUQT^RJSY an enabling work environment. Inclusivity is a central tenet of
medical examination is conducted for workers being employed our culture and organizational value system. We look forward
FYTZWUWTOJHYXNYJX5JWXTSSJQ\MTTUJWFYJRFHMNSJW^TWIWN[J YTRFPJ,51FYWZQ^NSXUNWNSL\TWPUQFHJ\NYMTZWHTSXNXYJSY
vehicles undergo thorough medical examination at the time of focus on diversity and inclusion.
being employed as well as at regular intervals of time.
;YHPUPUNHUK(^HYLULZZ*HTWHPNU
We believe that skill enhancement, capability building and
awareness are the strongest pillars of our safety and health
management system. Thus, we give special impetus to
awareness programs, skill training sessions, motivational
campaigns and heath camps. In the reporting year we
conducted more than 7,800 safety training sessions with
close to 177,000 attendees. Events like National Safety Day,
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;/9,(;:90:2:(5+*65*,95:
 0UK\Z[Y`*`JSPJHSP[`
The real estate market is inherently a cyclical market and is
affected by macroeconomic conditions, changes in applicable
governmental schemes, changes in supply and demand for
UWTOJHYXF[FNQFGNQNY^TKHTSXZRJWÁSFSHNSLFSINQQNVZNINY^>TZW
Company has attempted to hedge against the inherent risks
YMWTZLMFGZXNSJXXRTIJQHTRUWNXNSLOTNSY[JSYZWJXWJXNIJSYNFQ

MANAGEMENT
;OL;YLLZ=PROYVSP

DISCUSSION

& ANALYSIS

(Y[PZ[ºZPTWYLZZPVU5V[HUHJ[\HSZP[LWOV[VNYHWO

UQFYKTWRX FSI IJ[JQTURJSY RFSFLJRJSY YMWTZLM F UFS
.SINF UWJXJSHJ -T\J[JW FS^ KZYZWJ XNLSNÁHFSY IT\SYZWS NS
the industry and the overall investment climate may adversely
impact business.

 :[H[\[VY`(WWYV]HSZ
The real estate sector in India is heavily regulated by the
central, state and local governments. Real estate developers
are required to comply with a number of laws and regulations,
including policies and procedures established and
implemented by local authorities in relation to land acquisition,
transfer of property, registration and use of land. These laws
often vary from state to state. Several of your Company’s
UWTOJHYX FWJ NS UWJQNRNSFW^ XYFLJX TK UQFSSNSL FSI FS^ IJQF^
in obtaining approvals could warrant revised scheduling of
UWTOJHYYNRJQNSJX

6<;3662
9MJ .SINFS WJFQ JXYFYJ XJHYTW NX TS YMJ HZXU TK F RFOTW
transformation. India’s fragmented property sector is
\NYSJXXNSL F RFOTW HMFSLJ FX KFWWJFHMNSL WJKTWRX QNPJ YMJ

introduction of GST and The Real Estate (Regulation and
Development) Act, 2016 (RERA) drive consolidation. These
changes combined with the most affordable house prices in
decades should lead to an improvement in sentiment which is
J]YWJRJQ^NRUTWYFSYKTWYMJWJ[N[FQTKYMJXJHYTW-NLMVZFQNY^
developers, with a greater focus on the residential market,
\NQQ GJSJÁY INXUWTUTWYNTSFYJQ^ KWTR YMNX H^HQNHFQ ZUYZWS <NYM
growing transparency and improving policies, the country’s
real estate sector is expected to become more institutionalized
and we expect 2018 to be a year of consolidation and recovery
for the property sector. A weak property market and increasing
customer preference for stronger developers has created
an unprecedented business development opportunity for
developers with strong customer franchises and development
HFUFGNQNYNJX <J GJQNJ[J ,51 NX \JQQ UQFHJI YT HFUNYFQN_J TS
these opportunities in the business development space. We
strongly believe our focus on building presence in high return
RFWPJYX \NYM F IJJU KTHZX TS J]JHZYNTS FHWTXX TZW UWTOJHY
UTWYKTQNTUZYXZXNSFXYWTSLUTXNYNTSYTGJSJÁYKWTRFWTGZXY
recovery in the sector and improve market share in the years
ahead.
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